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Source: Measurement of food safety culture using survey and maturity profiling tools, Jespersen et al (2016)
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Reference: “Measuring and profiling food safety culture maturity” Lone Jespersen et al. 2016

SPAN OF CONTROL
AND FOOD SAFETY

37%

Senior leaders
estimate their company's
food safety culture 37%
more mature than their
supervisor colleagues
(n=1,273).

Source: Jespersen, L., Butts, J., Holler, G., Taylor, J., Mortimore, S., Harlan, D., . . . Wallace, C. (2017 - under review). A path to maturing culture for
realizing financial gain. Food Control.

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL
C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)
Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)
Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)

Finance

Manufacturing

FSQ

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL

Finance

C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)

Own the integrity of the
company's food safety
risk analysis.

Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)

Own quarterly risk
review meetings with
cross-functional teams.

Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)

Own risk data and
findings and bring/take
actions to/from weekly
meeting.

Sample

Manufacturing

FSQ

FUNCTIONAL PERCEPTION
OF FOOD SAFETY MATURITY

28%

Food safety professionals
estimate their company's
food safety culture 28%
more mature than their
colleagues
(n=1,273).

Source: Jespersen, L., Butts, J., Holler, G., Taylor, J., Mortimore, S., Harlan, D., . . . Wallace, C. (2017 - under review). A path to maturing culture for
realizing financial gain. Food Control.

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL

Finance

C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)

Own the integrity of the
company's food safety
risk analysis.

Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)
Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)
Sample

Manufacturing
Own the development of the
company's food safety
strategy.

FSQ
Own scanning internal
and external
environment for food
safety risks and hazards.

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL

Finance

Manufacturing

Own quarterly risk
review meetings with
cross-functional teams.

Own monthly reoccurring
strategy execution
meetings.

FSQ

C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)
Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)
Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)
Sample

Own executional
direction based on
newest knowledge and
information.

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL

Finance

Manufacturing

Own risk data and
findings and bring/take
actions to/from weekly
meeting.

Own weekly team
discussions with review of
trends and rewards
sessions.

FSQ

C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)
Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)
Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)
Sample

Own performance data
and bring/take actions
to/from weekly
meeting .

YOUR ORGANIZATIONS
FOOD SAFETY EXPECTATIONS
FUNCTION
SPAN OF CONTROL

Finance

C-Suite and GMs
(Multi-year to annual strategy
and policymaking)

Own the integrity of the
company's food safety
risk analysis.

Directors
(Annual to monthly
operational leadership)

Own quarterly risk
review meetings with
cross-functional teams.

Own monthly reoccurring
strategy execution
meetings.

Own executional
direction based on
newest knowledge and
information.

Managers and Supervisors
(Monthly to daily success)

Own risk data and
findings and bring/take
actions to/from weekly
meeting.

Own weekly team
discussions with review of
trends and rewards
sessions.

Own performance data
and bring/take actions
to/from weekly
meeting .

Sample

Manufacturing
Own the development of the
company's food safety
strategy.

FSQ
Own scanning internal
and external
environment for food
safety risks and hazards.

MISSION
AND VISION

DIMENSIONS
OF FOOD SAFETY
CULTURE

PEOPLEPEOPLE
HAZARDS AND
RISK AWARENESS
CONSISTENCY

ADAPTABILITY
Source: Jespersen, L., Griffiths, M., & Wallace, C. A.
(2017). Comparative analysis of existing food safety
culture evaluation systems. Food Control, 79,
371-379.

MISSION
AND VISION
• Leadership
• Expectations
• Messaging

DIMENSIONS
OF FOOD SAFETY
CULTURE

PEOPLE

• Stakeholders
• Communication
• Learning Organization
• Rewards and
Recognition

HAZARDS AND
RISK AWARENESS
• Understand
• Engage
• Verify

CONSISTENCY
• Accountability
• Measures
• Documentation

ADAPTABILITY

• Agility
• Change
• External Adaptation
Source: GFSI Food Safety Culture position paper
(under review, 2017)

FOOD SAFETY MATURITY
DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY OF THE FOOD SAFETY
MATURITY MODEL WWW.CULTIVATEFOODSAFETY.COM
Title
Dimension

Values

Integrity
and Trust

Values
and Mission

Being
Responsible

Ethics

Reward and
Recognize

People
System

Competently
Communicating
Together We
Make The
Difference

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Employees have little trust
that management will act
on food safety without
external pressure.

Employees trust that
management will act and
dothe right thing for food
safety after an issue have
occurred.

Everyone trust that food
safety issues are solved
because we know it protects
our business.

Everybody are trusted to
invest in food safety
information to make future
performance stronger.

Frontline employees are
trusted to act to correct
and celebrate food safety
performance on their line/in
their area.

Nobody knows who has the
duty to deal with food safety.

Everybody readily takes
responsibility but it is unclear
what that means.

Detailed food safety
responsibility is written into
job descriptions for everybody.

Decision makers are
certified food safety
professionals and responsible
for driving cost out of the
food safety system.

Frontline is responsible
for bubbling improvement
plans to leaders, leaders are
responsible for incorporating
these into long-term
business planning.

Moral principle… don’t look.

Moral principle... invest
if we must.

Moral principle... improve
system.

Moral principle... reduce
cost by taking out variation.

Moral principle... grow
business.

Individuals complete food
safety tasks out of fear for
negative consequences.

Individuals are recognized
sporadically after having
solved a food safety problem.

Leaders recognize teams
and individuals according
to a documented system
of positive and negative
consequences.

Leaders reward teams for
collectively improving food
safety processes/procedures.

Cross functional/level
teams nominate other
teams for being proactive
and thinking strategic
around food safety.

Top-down ‘tell’ with little
‘why’ content and
understanding of the
importance of the task.

Food safety information
is communicated by FSQ
as problems occur using,
if available, facts discovered
as the problem was solved.

There is a deep understanding
of the food safety system and
performance is communicated
by some functional on
a regular basis.

Frontline leaders are having
regular communications
on food safety performance
using data and tracking the
teams’ improvement actions.

Food safety communication
cadence is an organizational
habit that involves everybody
in specific team discussions.

Silos…

Problem communication…

Fragmented delivery
of information…

Food safety and quality
critical conversations…

Habit…

DOUBT

REACT

KNOW

PREDICT

Stage 5

INTERNALIZE

CHANGE LEADERSHIP

70%

OF CHANGE
INITIATIVE FAIL.
WHY?

Source: Kotter (2008)

CHANGE LEADERSHIP
THE BRAIN TREATS
CHANGES IN
SOCIAL NEEDS IN
THE SAME WAY AS IT
TREATS NEEDS FOR
FOOD AND WATER
MINIMIZE THREATS
MAXIMIZE REWARDS
Source: HeadHeartBrain.com

CHANGE LEADERSHIP

Source: Braksick, 2007
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